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ESSENTIAL POINTS

IDs speed the software

location is tied to ID

sensors have two IDs

the EPC is the faster one

Sensor IDs make data collection easier
RFMicron sensors employ Smart Passive Sensing™ technology to eliminate 
batteries and reduce sensor cost.  RFMicron sensors can be economically 
deployed in more varied locations than traditional IoT sensors.

With more sensors and more data, it is important to keep track of where 
sensors are placed.  Many applications involve monitoring a specific 
object, person, or machine.  Each RFMicron sensor incorporates two 
identification codes.

TID - Each sensor includes a Tag Identification (TID) number stored 
in each sensor’s memory. The TID is a fixed and unique value that 
cannot be changed.  The TID number can be mapped externally to 
identify a specific object, person, or machine.

EPC - Each sensor includes an EPC (Electronic Product Code) per-
sonalization code in its memory.  The EPC values can be modified 
and written into the sensor to identify a specific object, person, or 
machine.  
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Personalizing the EPC for faster software
The EPC is a fast-read value for RAIN/UHF protocol readers and is often 
employed as a sensor serial number.  By identifying sensors more quickly, 
software programs can process through a group of sensors more quickly.  

The EPC can hold a range of values from 12-bits to 128-bits.  Longer 
values will take longer to read, but longer values also help assure that 
data can be associated with a single individual sensor.  Various EPC data 
formats have been adopted within RFMicron software programs.  Those 
formats are explained later in this document.

Programming an EPC
The RFM5101/02 handheld readers incorporate a set of support tools.  
These tools are accessed via the main Windows® CE START icon in the 
lower left of the screen at START → Programs → RFID → RFID Demo.

TARGETING A SENSOR - Select the Tag Writer icon from the second page 
of the main tools screen.  Search for individual sensors by pressing the 
yellow reader button, or by pressing the List Tags button at the bottom 
of the screen.  Any sensors near the reader will be shown as in screen 
2.1.  Clicking on an entry in this list selects that sensor for further inter-
action in 2.2.

PROGRAMMING THE NEW EPC – The length of the current EPC is listed 
immediately before the current EPC value in 2.3.  The EPC shown on the 
EPC tab can be overwritten with new data as shown in 2.4.  This data 
is not programmed into the sensor until the Write EPC button is clicked 
on the screen.  The success or failure of the write operation will be 
displayed immediately after the write operation as in 2.5.  Writing to 
a sensor requires more power, which may force the reader to be held 
closer to the selected sensor.  The EPC write operation can repeatedly be 
performed until a positive confirmation is achieved.

PLEASE NOTE: The Write EPC will be shown in bold/black text when a 
valid EPC is entered into the EPC text entry box on the EPC tab.  When 
the Write EPC button is grayed out, the current entry in the EPC text 
entry box is considered to be invalid.  Several value lengths can be writ-
ten into an EPC.  Since values as long as 128-bits (32 HEX characters) are 
legal, it can sometimes require counting the characters to determine if 
an extra zero has been left out or added.

CONFIRMING THE NEW EPC – The newly written EPC values can be con-
firmed by repeating the sensor targeting under the Tags tab and then 
selecting the newly written EPC value from the list.  Note the new re-
ported length of 128-bits in 3.0.
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1 Main Tools Screen Open tools screen

1.1 Main Tools 2 Screen Second page of tools screen

2 Tag Writer Screen Main Tag Writer screen with no sensors identified

2.1 Listing of Visible Sensors Main Tag Writer screen with three sensors identified

2.2 Sensor selected Selected sensor

2.3 EPC Tab EPC tab showing EPC details for the selected sensor

2.4 Modified EPC New EPC to be written to the selected sensor

2.5 Success Screen Success or failure of write operation

3 Confirming Writes Repeated selection process confirms new EPC details
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Programming sensor EPCs for switchgear
The RFM5117 switchgear software requires a 128-bit EPC format.  128-
bits is equivalent to 32 hex characters, or 16 ASCII characters.  Only the 
64 lower-order bits, or the lower order 8 ASCII characters, will be recog-
nized by the software.  The upper-order bits should be all zeros.  To sim-
plify data entry when registering the sensors in the switchgear software, 
a four-character ASCII code with leading zeros should be programmed 
into the sensor’s EPC.  These four ASCII characters can be entered into 
the Sensor ID entry box of the switchgear software as a shortcut.  If four 
ASCII characters are not used, then the entire 128-bit EPC must be en-
tered in the Sensor ID entry box.

Example: Upper-order EPC bits Example: Lower-order EPC bits

0000 0000 0000 0000HEX 0000 0000HEX  F27SASCII

0000 0000 0000 0000HEX 0000 0000 4632 3753HEX

Please append the needed zeros to the left of the four-character ASCII 
code before writing new EPCs to sensors.  Example ASCII codes are S03B, 
or F27S, etc. For example, an ASCII code of F27S will translate to a hex 
code of 46 32 37 53HEX which is then padded with 24 zeros to create the 
32-character EPC code in HEX format that is programmed into the sensor.
RFMicron recommends upper case alpha or numeric characters be used.

Predictive maintenance EPC format
The RFM5104/5114 predictive maintenance software requires the EPC 
format be semi-unique for a given reader.  EPCs should not repeat for 
a single reader.  Any EPC format or length is acceptable for predictive 
maintenance software. The 128-bit EPC with four ASCII characters in the 
lower-order bits is recommended for maximum compatibility between 
predictive maintenance and switchgear software.  The handheld predic-
tive maintenance software may truncate the complete EPC when dis-
played on the handheld screen. 

Leak detection EPC format
The RFM5106/5126 leak detection software incorporates an 96-bit EPC 
format.  The four lower-order HEX characters are reserved to identify 
the sensor placement location in a motor vehicle.  Only the two lowest 
order HEX characters are used.  These characters range from [0..9].  The 
upper nine HEX characters may be used for a non-unique serial number.  

Specific EPC  
formats can  

improve software 
performance
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